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What?

Meredith was flabbergasted when she heard Jackson saying that.

It was fine that the little brat survived, but what did he say? He saw her pushing Vera down the incline?

The rain was pouring outside, but it was not as violent as the storm in Jeremy’s eyes.

Meredith saw Jeremy standing up, and there was a layer of frost on his face. The temperature of her body
plummeted when she saw that.

“Jeremy, it’s not real. Jack had a misunderstanding!” Meredith tried to explain herself. “Vera was the one who
wanted to push me, but she fell accidentally. I’m innocent!”

“Mer, don’t be emotional. I believe you!”

Eloise comforted Meredith pitifully. Then, she turned around and walked toward Jackson.

“Jack, let Granny see if you’re alright. Vera is so heartless. She even took action against such a young child.
Jack, tell Granny how did that woman bully you?”

Jackson frowned, his thick eyebrows knitting together tightly. “Vera is a good person,” he said seriously. Then,
he turned to look at his father. “Daddy, go save Vera now.”



Jeremy scanned Meredith’s face with a biting cold gaze. There were flames of anger in his eyes, making him
look as if he was going to burn Meredith alive.

Then, she followed Jeremy and Jackson into the forest. The father and son duo had the same expressions on
their faces. They were both worried about Vera.

How was this possible?

Why was that brat okay?

Meredith was distraught. However, Eloise was next to her, so she was unable to leave to find out what
happened.

She could only curse viciously in her heart. She cursed that Vera was dead after falling down the incline.

A lot of time had passed. Jeremy and Jackson found the spot where Madeline had fallen from, but they could
not pinpoint where exactly she was.

“Daddy, give me your phone.”

When Jeremy was feeling agitated, he heard Jackson saying that to him.

He lowered his head and saw that the little guy had a serious look on his face. His eyes held the same worry
and anxiety that were in his eyes.

Jeremy naturally trusted Jackson, so he handed over his phone.

After Jackson got the phone, he turned on the GPS and started operating it expertly.



His chubby fingers moved swiftly across the screen. After a while, a glaring red dot appeared on the screen.

It was less than ten meters away from where they were!

When Jeremy saw the joy on Jackson’s initially glum face, he was curious. “Is that red dot Vera’s location?”

Jackson nodded. He then turned around without hesitating while looking at the red dot.

“Let me. You should stay here.” Jeremy stopped him and took back his phone.

Jackson grabbed Jeremy solemnly. “I want to go with you.”

Jeremy was taken aback. He had never seen such determination in a five-year-old child’s eyes before.

He did not stop him. Then, they walked down along the bushes of the incline.

After they got to the bottom of the incline, they saw a lake.

Jackson found a sparkling and translucent item among the grass while following the red dot.

He squatted and picked up the crystal bracelet.

“Vera…”

“Is that Vera’s bracelet?” Jeremy recognized the bracelet. He remembered that Vera had the same bracelet on
her wrist recently.
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